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About This Game

Surviving is only half the game.
The award-winning atmosphere and gameplay mechanics of the original Shadowgrounds make a triumphant return in this spin

off/sequel armed with a slick new feature set!
Shadowgrounds Survivor tells the story of the last remaining humans on Jupiter's moon Ganymede, where the alien onslaught is

in full force.

3 playable characters with impressive new tactics

RPG-like upgrade system for weapons and characters - including special attacks such as the all-engrossing Napalm
Flame and the mighty Brute Slayer.

Campaign mode deepens the Shadowgrounds story and expands it to new locations, including snow and ice
environments, an abandoned cargo tunnel and the suffering New Atlantis colony.

Survival mode focuses on all-out alien slaughtering action – choose a character to suit your playing style and blast the
aliens back to outer space!

New gameplay features such as the Sentry Turret and the powerful Mech!

New graphics enhancements including raging snowstorm effects, new weapon effects and much more.
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AGEIA PhysX brings the world alive with hundreds of physics objects that take the destruction to the next level.

Editor tools allow players to take part in the active Shadowgrounds mod community - or just enjoy the results!
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Game is very buggy, I should have just bought the original which I have heard is fantastic. Game also starts out very slow with a
vague description of what you are supposed to do, don't get me wrong there is nothing with games that don't hold your hand but
they should at least tell you what the plot is.
I would say just save your money and avoid purchasing this game.. The concept is unique and the game is pretty fun. The
problem is the save system. If you lose a level, you have to start from Level 1. If you want to save the pics you've uncensored to
the gallary, you have to restart from Level 1.

If lv 3 is the lv I'm having trouble with, I want to play lv 3 without playing lv 1 and 2 to get there.

It turns what is a fun and interesting game, into a complete waste of time.. I LIKE THIS GAME A LOT. It is fun to play and the
game has good graficts to. I ended up really loving this game when I first played it, it was different from other free multiplayer
games I'v played and I would gladly Recommend ppl to at lest give Neverwinter a go before judging it. tho Neverwinter still
need same more things in the game. :3. UPDATE: I've finished the VN and changed my review to reflect this.

Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning is written in a style that seems a bit like Shakespeare. It's very dramatic and ponderous, to
the point of being pretentious in many scenes. What makes this laughable is that the novel takes place island school run solely by
students---the hero is a transfer student and the antagonists are members of what is essentially the student council. The odd,
pretentious writing in no way matches up with the anime tropes the story is littered with. It wants to tell its own story (which
seems decent enough by itself), be artistic, and do some sort of weird high school/college anime thing all at the same time. For
me, it just doesn't work.

Apparently there are other visual novels set in the same universe where some of the characters featured in this one are
introduced, and I feel like my understanding of the story suffered for not having read them. Neon Scalar, the heroine of
Gahkthun, is actually well-written and endearing, and by the end of the novel, most of the antagonists have been fleshed out.
There are a lot of interesting elements in play--super powers, steampunk, borrowed historical figures--but in the end, it just
doesn't deliver a satisfying experience.

Having read the entire novel, I don't feel it is long enough or interesting enough to warrant a purchase. Unlike many VN's,
Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning does not offer multiple routes and there is really no reason to read it more than once.. Cover
stuff with paint
Rotate it and wrap in string
Peaceful; chillaxing

Beautiful design, music and execution. There isn't much to it, but that's the point. It's a fun little puzzler for a rainy day or a long
bus ride.. Extremly short, boring, repetive survival adventure without any relevant info regarding the main storyline. Waste of
money.. Okay, so the game\/story is interesting and all that, however I can NOT enjoy it... simply because... the way it's written,
you never know if the MC is talking or thinking! Should add some god damn quotation marks for the MC!. It's unfinished, but
there is a lot of potential here. This VR game is like the job similator of room escapes, at least it tries to mimic job simulator in
terms of the style of art and it's lightheartedness. However, there is no story (which isn't the end of the world considering it's a
room escape), and there are currently only 2 very short escape rooms (hopefully more are coming). My personal opinion is that
people should take a wait and see approach. It's kind of an interseting demo at the moment, but If the developers add more
content then I think it is a definite buy.. One of the worst games i've had the misfortune to play.
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I really like this game. Very addictive, much more fun when you play with friends. I hope there will be more campaigns and
ruins added as I've already finished all campaigns. Right now I re-play the campaigns to collect all the collectables. So far I
would recommend this game. 4/5 stars.. This is a nice and short game. 10/10. Good stuff.. Lets just say, Avenged Sevenfold..
Decent concept but very simplified.. Grabbed this while on sale as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of
money. This game is worse than cities XL series. Stay away.. It's a nightmare, I like it!. Story mode is painfully dumb, and
annoying in places
but everything else is good and gameplay is really fun.. Great game. Has a few great story missions. However multiplayer and
mods is where it is at. Recommended that you try some of the many modded servers.
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